
Security threats are evolving, while the organization's IT 
systems and applications are constantly changing. A bug bounty 
is about using the power of crowdsourced security to secure 
your business. Our platform helps companies to identify 
software vulnerabilities in a cost-efficient way. It provides 
a secure and centralized view of ethical hacking projects for 
your company.

Hackrate bug bounty platform

KEY BENEFITS

Onboarding procedure
Our team of security experts understand the challenges of security leaders 
and can help you to integrate bug bounty into your cybersecurity strategy.

 The platform for ethical hacking projects

Our bug bounty platform meets all the security requirements you may have 
(hckrt.com/Home/Trust). The global community of ethical hackers will help you 
to protect your assets.

 Validated vulnerability reports

Our team can help you to verify the vulnerability reports reported by the ethical 
hackers. We also help to determine the severity level of bugs, so you will get 
exactly what you want: only valid and accurate reports.

 Payments managed by HACKRATE

With our Cost Control feature, you don’t need to worry about payments of 
bounties. We will manage the payments of the rewards for valid vulnerability 
reports to ethical hackers and you will get continuous information on costs.

 Variety of bug bounty programs

HACKRATE offers a variety of bug bounty programs from web app and mobile 
app testing to blockchain. We also have public and private (invitation only) bug 
bounty programs. Our capabilities flexible enough to meet your needs.

KEY FEATURES

Better Results

A global community of independent and motivated ethical hackers with a more 
diverse skillset can provide much better results than traditional pentests.



Centralized View

Our secure platform helps you to keep vulnerability reports centralized and easily 
manageable, while you can access the identified vulnerabilities immediately.



Increase The Trust

Prevent potential data breach by reducing security risks, and also create 

a culture of transparency and responsibility, which means a strong 

commitment to security.



The Bug Bounty Platform



PRICINGOur approach

Suggested package

Enterprise Bug Bounty Program


12 months platform subcription 


Public & Private Bug Bounty Programs


Report validation service


Continuous security testing 


+ Consultancy service


+ Cost control feature


+ Ethical hacker verification


+ Embedded VDP Form

Definition of the scope 

Definition of the company’s objectives and requirements, especially 
what is in the scope, what are the rewards for the reported 
vulnerabilities, and the number of hackers invited to the program.

Preparation for testing 

Finalization of the testing plan provided by Hackrate, which contains 
the timeline and the rules of the bug bounty program. For example, 
which kind of vulnerabilities are considered accepted.

Testing and reporting

Hackrate launch the program. During the testing, ethical hackers submit 
bug reports with the details on how to exploit the bug. Our team verifies 
the reports, and you receive the vulnerabilities immediately via our 
platform.

Remediation of risks

After the validation of the vulnerability reports submitted on the bug 
bounty platform, your company can start the resolution of identified 
risks with the help of ethical hackers.
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